
DAVIDA Visor Fitting Kit Instructions 

Assuming all new parts are being fitted. 

1. Place the helmet on its side with the visor holes orientated up. 
1.1 A cushion or similar is helpful. 
1.2 It does not matter which side you begin with. 
 

2. Remove backing paper from 07062 and stick to the side of the shell over the 6mm pivot hole. 
 

3. Position the visor on the helmet approximately in the closed position by aligning the holes. 
 

4. Place 07037 washer between the rubber washer and the visor. 
4.1 This washer should NOT be fitted with a 3.00mm visor on any size of helmet. 
 

5. Place the 07024 Spacer in the hole of the visor. 
5.1 It is important that the washer 07037 is sitting around the spacer too. 
 

6. Screw in the 07012 until it captures everything snugly but do not over-tighten at this stage. 
 

7. Repeat the above for the other side. 
 

8. Place the helmet on its side with the visor holes orientated up. 
 

9. Insert 07063 or 07063B Spacer under the visor behind the Quadrant slot. 
9.1 Helmet Size XS, S, M use 07063B 2.00mm spacer. 
9.2 Helmet Size L, XL, XXL use 07063 3.00mm spacer. 
9.3 This spacer should NOT be fitted with a 3.00mm visor on any size of helmet. 
 

10. Fit 07047 washer to 07040. 
 

11. Screw in the 07040 until it captures everything snugly but do not over-tighten at this stage. 
 

12. Repeat the above for the other side. 
 

13. Place the helmet on its side with the lock holes orientated up. 
 

14. Fit 07044 to 07046 screw. 
 

15. Screw in the 07046 to the lock hole and tighten gently so the cup can still move a little. 
 

16. With all the parts fitted and the visor in the closed position firmly push the visor backwards 
against the rubber trim and tighten up the pivot screws on both sides. 
 

17. Tighten the quadrant screws on both sides. 
 

18. Tighten the lock screw. 
 


